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Abstract—Authenticated ciphers offer potential benefits to
resource-constrained devices in the Internet of Things (IoT).
The CAESAR competition seeks optimal authenticated ciphers
based on several criteria, including performance in resourceconstrained (i.e., low-area, low-power, and low-energy) hardware. Although the competition specified a ”lightweight” use
case for Round 3, most hardware submissions to Round 3 were
not lightweight implementations, in that they employed architectures optimized for best throughput-to-area (TP/A) ratio,
and used the Pre- and PostProcessor modules from the CAESAR Hardware (HW) Development Package designed for highspeed applications. In this research, we provide true lightweight
implementations of selected ciphers (ACORN, NORX, CLOCAES, SILC-AES, and SILC-LED). These implementations
use an improved version of the CAESAR HW Development
Package designed for lightweight applications, and are fully
compliant with the CAESAR HW Application Programming
Interface for Authenticated Ciphers. Our lightweight implementations achieve an average of 55% reduction in area and
40% reduction in power compared to their corresponding
high-speed versions. Although the average energy per bit of
lightweight ciphers increases by a factor of 3.6, the lightweight
version of NORX actually uses 47% less energy per bit than
its corresponding high-speed implementation.
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I. I NTRODUCTION
Edge devices in the emerging Internet of Things (IoT)
often perform transactions on sensitive data and require
cryptographic protections. Examples of such devices include
unmanned vehicle operations, cyber-physical systems (CPS),
and remote wireless sensor nodes. Since authenticated ciphers combine the cryptographic services of confidentiality,
integrity, and authentication into one algorithm, they can
potentially replace distinct block ciphers and hash functions
that are required to work together, which both reduces
resources, and eliminates potential security vulnerabilities.
The Competition for Authenticated Encryption – Security,
Applicability, and Robustness (CAESAR), now entering its
final stages, evaluates candidates based on several criteria,
including performance in hardware, to choose a portfolio of
authenticated ciphers that offer advantages over AES-GCM,
and are suitable for widespread adoption [1]. Beginning
with Round 3 in 2016, the CAESAR Committee specified
use cases, under which candidates would be evaluated. One
such use case is ”lightweight” (LW) applications, for which

desired characteristics include performance and energy efficiency in resource-constrained hardware and software [2].
Hardware submissions of CAESAR Round 3 candidates,
in the form of VHDL or Verilog code compliant with
the CAESAR Hardware (HW) Applications Programming
Interface (API) for Authenticated Ciphers ( [3] and [4]),
were made available for public evaluation and FPGA benchmarking in July 2017. However, the majority of these
implementations were optimized for high speed (HS), in that
they employed either basic iterative or unrolled architectures,
and used full-width datapaths and large I/O bus widths. Such
design choices are not surprising, in that HW submissions
are historically evaluated based on best throughput-to-area
(TP/A) ratios, which are achieved using the aforementioned
architectures [5]. Of note, results of HW implementations,
shown at [6], prominently display TP/A ratios.
Additionally, the majority of HW submissions were implemented using the CAESAR HW Development Package,
discussed at [7] and available at [8]. At the time, the HS
package was the only available version, but was not optimal
for LW implementations, in that the minimum I/O bus width
was 32 bits, and I/O modules often contained resourceintensive units (e.g., a universal padding unit) not necessary
for certain designs.
As a result, the true LW potential of candidates stating
a LW use case, as intended by the CAESAR committee,
was not evaluated. Additionally, third-party evaluations of
these implementations in resource-constrained environments
(e.g., low-cost FPGAs with minimum area budgets) are more
difficult. Finally, it is more difficult to develop and evaluate
cipher versions protected against side-channel attacks, which
was also an evaluation goal of CAESAR Round 3.
We address the above shortfalls in this research by
providing true LW implementations of selected CAESAR
Round 3 ciphers: ACORN, NORX, CLOC-AES, SILC-AES,
and SILC-LED. Our implementations achieve reduced area
and power consumption by using reduced internal datapath
widths, and a new version of the CAESAR Development
Package supporting LW implementations [8]. We benchmark
each HS and LW implementation pair in the Spartan-6
FPGA, and compare them in terms of area (LUTs), throughput (TP) (Mbps), and TP/A ratio (Mbps/LUT). We measure
power using both Xilinx XPower Analyzer (XPA), and on
actual hardware using the open-source FOBOS test bench
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